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ABSTRACT. 

In an attempt to design urea-based Janus nanocylinders through a supramolecular approach, non 

symmetrical bis(urea)s and tris(urea)s decorated by two incompatible polymer arms, namely 

poly(styrene) (PS) and poly(isobutylene) (PIB), were synthesized using rather straightforward 

organic and polymer chemistry techniques. Light scattering experiments revealed that these 

molecules self-assembled in cyclohexane by cooperative hydrogen bonds. The extent of self-

assembly was limited for the bis(urea)s. On the contrary, reasonably anisotropic 1D structures 

(small nanocylinders) could be obtained with the tris(urea)s (Nagg ~ 50) which developed six 

cooperative hydrogen bonds per molecule. 1H transverse relaxation measurements and NOESY 

NMR experiments in cyclohexane revealed that perfect Janus nanocylinders with one face 

consisting of only PS and the other of PIB were not obtained. Nevertheless, phase segregation 

between the PS and PIB chains occurred to a large extent, resulting in patchy cylinders containing 

well separated domains of PIB and PS chains. Reasons for this behavior were proposed, paving 

the way to improve the proposed strategy toward true urea-based supramolecular Janus 

nanocylinders. 
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Introduction 

Janus particles were named after the roman god Janus because they possess two faces with 

different chemistries.1-2 Micron-sized Janus particles are the easiest to prepare and have found many 

applications in optics, catalysis or emulsion stabilization.3-5 On the contrary, the elaboration of 

anisotropic Janus particles such as cylinders, particularly at the nanoscale, is extremely difficult. 

The first convincing method leading to polymeric Janus nanocylinders has been proposed by 

Müller et al.6-7 Their synthetic strategy consists in preparing ABC triblock copolymers by anionic 

polymerization; organizing them in bulk into a complex morphology where the A and C blocks 

form a lamellar phase and the B block forms cylinders between the lamellae; cross-linking the B 

block; and finally dispersing the Janus cylinders in solution by sonication. This technique leads to 

Janus nanocylinders which act as very efficient emulsion stabilizers8 or self-assemble into very 

long superstructures in a selective solvent for one of their faces.7 However, this preparation method 

requires demanding synthetic efforts followed by a complex processing of the triblock copolymers 

into particles. Moreover, the length of the cylinders is determined by the sonication process and is 

not thermodynamically controlled. 

An interesting alternative approach to construct complex structures is to rely on supramolecular 

chemistry where rather simple building blocks self-assemble through non covalent interactions 

into much more complex structures.9-12 In this context, we have shown very recently that bis(urea)s13 

and tris(urea)s,14-15 consisting of respectively two or three urea functions separated by rigid aromatic 

rings, could be decorated in a rather straightforward way by polymeric side-chains of different 

lengths and chemical structures. When these molecules are decorated on each side with the same 

type of polymer, they self-assemble in solution to form supramolecular structures for which the 

extent of aggregation results from a balance between the strength of the hydrogen bonding units 
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and the steric hindrance caused by the polymeric side-chains. Typically, much longer and 

anisotropic supramolecular bottle-brushes are obtained with a tris(urea) than with a bis(urea) 

decorated by the same poly(isobutylene) (PIB) side-chains.14 Moreover, tris(urea)s decorated with 

two short poly(styrene) (PS) side-chains formed much smaller structures than those decorated by 

two PIB side-chains because of the bulkiness of the styrene units which partially hinders self-

assembly.16 

Here, we investigated the possibility to prepare non-symmetrical bis(urea)s and tris(urea)s 

decorated by two polymer arms of different chemical natures in the prospect of forming 

supramolecular Janus bottle-brushes with these building blocks. PS and PIB were selected for this 

study because these polymers are incompatible, favouring phase segregation into a Janus 

architecture, and do not contain polar groups which may interfere with the formation of hydrogen 

bonds. A non-symmetrical bis(urea) (S42U2IB23) and a non-symmetrical tris(urea) (S20U3IB39) were 

thus synthesized (Figure 1). Their self-assembly in solution was studied by light scattering in 

cyclohexane and the Janus character of the assemblies was investigated by 2D 1H NOESY NMR 

experiments and 1H transverse relaxation measurements. 

It should be noted that Perrier et al.17 have recently reported the first example of Janus 

nanocylinders prepared directly in solution by self-assembly of cyclic-oligopeptides decorated 

with two incompatible polymer arms. The cyclic-oligopeptides stacked onto each other by strong 

cooperative hydrogen bonds, leading to supramolecular nanotubes, whereas the polymer arms 

phase-segregated and generated the Janus character of the cylinders as proven by NOESY NMR.18-

19 The synthesis of the cyclic oligopeptides however requires the use of solid-supported peptide 

synthesis,20-21 limiting their utilization to specific applications with high added value. On the 
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contrary, the synthesis of bis(urea)s and tris(urea)s is rather straightforward13-14, 16 and could allow an 

easier design of Janus nanocylinders. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation and chemical structures of S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 molecules. 

S stands for poly(styrene) and IB for poly(isobutylene), the subscripts correspond to the number 

average degrees of polymerization of each block. U2 corresponds to a bis(urea) self-assembling 

unit and U3 to a tris(urea). 

 

Materials and Methods 

Synthesis of the non-symmetrical bis(urea) and tris(urea). 

The syntheses of the non-symmetrical bis(urea) S42U2IB23 and tris(urea) S20U3IB39 represented on 

Figure 1 was achieved using rather straightforward organic chemistry and controlled radical 

polymerization steps as detailed in the Supporting Information. 

Preparation of the solutions of S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39. 

Stock polymer solutions in cyclohexane were prepared at 1, 10, 50 or 100 g/L by direct 

dissolution of the polymer. The polymers dissolved spontaneously at room temperature and stable 

solutions were obtained after 2-24 h depending on the concentration and type of polymer. 

Unfiltered solutions contained a very small weight fraction of very large aggregates that were 

removed by filtration through 0.2 µm pore size Acrodisc filters. Dilutions were made by adding 

S42U2IB23 S20U3IB39
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filtered solvent (filter pore diameter = 0.02 µm) and stirring for a few minutes at room temperature. 

In the case of S42U2IB23, the solutions thus prepared could be characterized directly and remained 

stable for weeks after their preparation. Solutions directly prepared at 10 g/L gave the same results 

as solutions diluted to 10 g/L from a stock solution at 50 g/L proving that a reproducible stationary 

state was reached. For S20U3IB39, steady-state was reached within 3 days at room temperature. 

Light scattering. Static and dynamic light scattering measurements were done using an ALV-

CGS3 system (ALV-Langen) operating with a vertically polarized laser with wavelength λ=632.8 

nm. The measurements were done at 20°C unless specified differently over a range of scattering 

wave vectors, q, varying from 4.8´106 m-1 to 2.8´107 m-1 (q=4pn/l.sin(q/2), with q the angle of 

observation and n the refractive index of the solvent). The apparent hydrodynamic radius was 

determined by dynamic light scattering and the apparent radius of gyration and molecular weight 

were determined by static light scattering as previously described.16 The apparent radius of gyration 

(Rg) was too small to be determined accurately for aggregates formed by S42U2IB23 (Rg < 20 nm), 

but could be determined for S20U3IB39 as q.Rg < 1. 

Differential Refractometry. Measurements were done with an OptiLab rEX from Wyatt 

Technology Corporation (l0=632 nm). The refractive index increment was measured in 

cyclohexane using 5 concentrations of S42U2IB23 or S20U3IB39 ranging from 1 to 5 g/L. In 

cyclohexane, ∂n/∂C	= 0.14 mL.g-1 for S42U2IB23 and ∂n/∂C	= 0.13 mL.g-1 for S20U3IB39. These values 

are intermediate between the values found in the literature for pure PIB (∂n/∂C	= 0.10 mL.g-1) and 

pure PS (∂n/∂C	= 0.18 mL.g-1) in this solvent as expected.22 

Solution-state NMR. 

 a) 1D 1H transverse relaxation experiments. 1H NMR relaxation experiments were 

performed on a Bruker Avance 300 NMR spectrometer operating under a static magnetic field of 
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7.0 T (1H Larmor frequency of 300.1 MHz), with a 10 mm X/1H probe. The 1H transverse 

relaxation signals were recorded using the PROJECT pulse sequence (Periodic Refocusing of J 

Evolution by Coherence Transfer)23 which allows the effects of 1H chemical shift dispersion, 

magnetic field inhomogeneities and diffusion to be refocused (partly, for diffusion), in a similar 

manner as in the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) experiment.24-25 The advantage of 

PROJECT stands in its additional ability to remove the modulation of the spin echoes by the 1H 

homonuclear scalar couplings. The 1H 90° pulse length was set to 16 µs, the inter-pulse delay t to 

0.125 ms and the recycle delay to 5 s. The 1H transverse relaxation signals, M(t), were 

systematically normalized by M0, the 1H magnetization of the considered protons recorded with a 

single cycle [t – 180° – t – 90° – t – 180° – t] of the PROJECT experiment. All these relaxation 

measurements were carried out at a sample concentration of 12 g.L-1 and a regulated temperature 

of 25 °C. 

 b) 2D 1H NOESY. The 2D 1H NOESY experiments were carried out on a Bruker Avance 

II 400 MHz NMR spectrometer, coupled to a magnetic field of 9.4 T (1H Larmor frequency of 

400.2 MHz) and equipped with a 5 mm X/1H probe. The 90°(1H) pulse length was equal to 12 µs. 

Measurements were performed with various values of the mixing time tm, ranging from 10 ms to 

800 ms. The recycle delay, adjusted according to the T1(1H) relaxation behavior, was set to 4 s. 

Phase-sensitive two-dimensional time domains were recorded and processed following the States-

TPPI mode. 2048 slices were acquired in the t1 dimension and the number of scans per t1 slice 

stood between 8 and 24. For these experiments, the temperature was set to 25 °C. 

 

Results and discussion 

1. Self-Assembly in Cyclohexane. 
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Choice of the temperature. The self-assembly of S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 in cyclohexane was 

studied at 20 °C by static and dynamic light scattering. Cyclohexane is a good solvent for PIB, but 

the solvent quality for PS decreases with decreasing temperature.26 Although the self-assembly and 

solubility in cyclohexane of tris(urea)s functionalized with two PS chains was shown to be affected 

by temperature;16 the bottle-brush topology of the self-assembled PS structures granted them a 

higher solubility than that of linear PS of same molecular weight. Here, it was checked that S42U2IB23 

and S20U3IB39 remained macroscopically soluble down to 12 °C at least and that their self-

assembly was not different at 12 and 20 °C (data not shown) so that the results described at 20 °C 

correspond to good solvent conditions for these polymers. 

Non-symmetrical bis(urea) S42U2IB23. The self-assembly of S42U2IB23 in cyclohexane was studied 

between 1 and 50 g/L. The scattered intensity was too low for accurate measurements below 1 g/L. 

Only one diffusive mode of relaxation was observed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) down to 1 

g/L. Figure 2 shows the concentration dependence of the apparent aggregation number (apparent 

Nagg) calculated from the apparent molecular weight Ma of the scatterers using the weight average 

molar mass of S42U2IB23, Munimer = 6600 g/mol (Apparent Nagg = Ma/Munimer). The apparent Ma and Nagg were 

almost constant between 1 and 50 g/L in agreement with previous findings on bis(urea)s and 

tris(urea)s decorated by two identical polymer arms.14, 16 Ma therefore corresponded to Mw, the true 

molecular weight of the aggregates which was equal to 74 000 g/mol, giving Nagg ~ 10. The 

hydrodynamic radius determined by DLS was also constant within experimental error between 1 

and 50 g/L, Rh = 6 nm. For all concentrations investigated, the scattered intensity did not depend 

on the scattering wave vector, indicating that the aggregates were small (Rg < 20 nm). Considering 

that the distance between two urea groups is 0.46 nm,27 the total length of the supramolecular 

backbone of the aggregates was close to 5 nm, which was short compared to their hydrodynamic 
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diameter (Dh ~ 12 nm) or to the hydrodynamic diameter of the unassembled polymer (Dh ~ 4 nm, 

measured by adding 2 wt% of ethanol in cyclohexane to disrupt all hydrogen bonds). This implied 

that the aggregates were star-shaped rather than anisotropic. A relatively small aggregation number 

(Nagg ~ 10) was also observed for a bis(urea) functionalized with two PIB chains, IB27U2IB27 (this 

molecule was called U2PIB2 in a former paper14), the arms of which had a similar length as those 

of S42U2IB23. This was explained by the fact that the hydrogen bonds formed between bis(urea)s are 

not strong enough to compensate the entropic penalty due to the stretching of the polymer arms in 

a bottle-brush structure. Taking into account on top of that the presence of a PS arm on one side 

which is also known to decrease the extent of self-assembly,16 it was not surprising that S42U2IB23 

formed short structures. 
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Figure 2. Evolution of the weight average apparent aggregation number with the concentration for 

(�) S42U2IB23 and (p) S20U3IB39 determined by static light scattering in cyclohexane. 

 

Non-symmetrical tris(urea) S20U3IB39. The self assembly of the non-symmetrical tris(urea) 

S20U3IB39 was also studied in cyclohexane at 20°C by static and dynamic light scattering. The 

apparent molecular weight Ma was measured at three different concentrations: 1, 5 and 10 g/L and 

the corresponding apparent aggregation number (apparent Nagg) could be deduced using Munimer = 

4900 g/mol for S20U3IB39 (Figure 2). In this concentration range, Ma did not depend significantly 

on the concentration and represented the weight average molar mass of the aggregates: Mw = 

2.4Í105 g/mol, corresponding to Nagg ~ 50. The aggregation number of the non-symmetrical 
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tris(urea) was larger than that of the non-symmetrical bis(urea) as expected from previous results 

on symmetrical molecules decorated by PIB side-chains.14 Contrary to what was observed for 

S42U2IB23, the scattered intensity of S20U3IB39 solutions depended significantly on the scattering 

wave vector, from which a radius of gyration Rg = 30 nm independent of the polymer concentration 

could be deduced. The hydrodynamic radius measured by DLS was Rh = 11 nm. The ratio Rg/Rh 

was much higher than 1, consistent with an elongated structure. Moreover, it was already proven 

by Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) that tris(urea) decorated by two PS arms with a similar 

DPn exhibited the characteristic q-1 dependency of the scattered intensity expected for rod-like 

structures.16 Considering a spacing of 0.46 nm between each hydrogen bonding tris(urea), the 

backbone formed by S20U3IB39 was calculated to be 22 nm long (length = (Nagg-1)Í0.46 ~ 22 nm), 

which was much larger than the hydrodynamic diameter of the unassembled unimer (Dh ~ 4 nm). 

Overall, the structures formed by the non-symmetrical tris(urea) could be considered as short 

supramolecular bottle-brushes. 

We have shown elsewhere that symmetrical tris(urea)s functionalized with PIB chains of 

approximately the same length formed much longer bottle brushes (persistence length > 300 nm, 

Nagg > 600)14 than those functionalized with PS chains because of the high steric hindrance of the 

bulky styrene units.16 Moreover, a small modification of the degree of polymerization of the PS 

chains drastically affected the aggregation number of the latter molecules. Quantitatively, Nagg was 

respectively ~ 100 and ~ 5 for side chains having a degree of polymerization of 14 (S14U3S14) or 34 

(S34U3S34). Direct comparison of the symmetrical and non-symmetrical molecules is not possible 

because of the small differences of degrees of polymerization of the arms, but the aggregation 

number of the non-symmetrical S20U3IB39 is clearly closer to that of S34U3S34 or S14U3S14 than to that 

of IB27U3IB27 and is probably therefore limited by the presence of the bulky styrene chains. 
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2. Investigation of the Janus Character in solution 

Before assessing the Janus character of S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 particles in solution, the 

incompatibility of the PS and PIB arms was evaluated in the bulk. Considering PS volume fractions 

φPS = 0.72 and φPS = 0.44 respectively for S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39, the Flory-Huggins interaction 

parameter (χ) of PS and PIB was χ » 0.55 and χ » 0.47.28 The corresponding values of χ.N were 

much higher than 2 (χ.N ~ 15 in both cases, with N the number of monomer units on both blocks) 

implying that the PS and PIB chains should remain effectively segregated in the bulk.29 This was 

confirmed by DSC of S20U3IB39 which clearly revealed two glass transition temperatures 

corresponding respectively to the short PIB (Tg ~ -65 °C) and short PS (Tg ~ +75 °C) arms. 

The Janus character of the supramolecular aggregates was then studied directly in cyclohexane 

by 1H transverse relaxation measurements and 2D 1H NOESY experiments. 2D 1H NOESY NMR 

experiments have already been used successfully to determine whether various assemblies display 

or not a Janus character.17, 30-33 In contrast, 1H transverse relaxation measurements in solution have 

been used in order to monitor the segmental mobility in various systems, among which bottle 

brushes,34 micelles35 or polymer mixtures,36 but never to probe the Janus character of 

supramolecular self-assemblies. 

 

2.1. Segmental dynamics of the PS and PIB arms. 

1H transverse relaxation measurement is a highly sensitive method and interestingly, the 

corresponding relaxation decay is governed by several dynamical processes such as localized 

motions (CH3 rotation for PIB, phenyl ring motions for PS), librations / conformational changes 

and also, on a longer time scale, segmental motions.37 The general idea of the technique is that the 
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segmental motions of polymer repeating units are mostly influenced by the local friction they 

experience and therefore by their local environment. Therefore, if the non-symmetrical urea-based 

molecules studied here lead to Janus structures in cyclohexane, each type of arms should be 

surrounded only by arms of the same chemical nature and its 1H T2 relaxation signal should be 

identical to that measured for symmetrical molecules decorated on both sides by the same type of 

arms with a similar molecular weight. On the contrary, a non Janus architecture would imply that 

PS and PIB arms are in close proximity, leading to an increase of the mobility of the styrene units 

in contact with isobutylene ones, whereas the mobility of the isobutylene units should 

concomitantly decrease. The segmental mobility of the styrene and IB units in the non-symmetrical 

molecules was therefore compared to that of the same units in reference symmetrical structures. 

Reference symmetrical systems. The segmental mobility of the PS arms was measured for two 

reference tris(urea)s, S14U3S14 and S34U3S34 differing only by the number-average degree of 

polymerization of the PS side-chains (resp. 14 or 34). For PIB reference systems, a bis(urea), 

IB27U2IB27, and a tris(urea), IB27U3IB27, both having PIB side-chains with 27 IB units were used. 

Details of the investigation of these references are given in section 2.1 of the Supporting 

Information. 

Briefly, the 1H transverse relaxation signal, M(t), of the ortho aromatic protons and of the 

backbone CH in the PS arms could not be described by a monoexponential relaxation function as 

would be the case for a non-functional homopolymer. Instead, the data could be fitted by a sum of 

two exponential components: M(t) = As×exp[-t/T2,s] + Al×exp[-t/T2,l] with As and Al the proportion 

of monomer units corresponding to each population and T2,s and T2,l their respective T2 relaxation 

times. The same behavior was observed for the 1H transverse relaxation signal of the CH3 and the 

CH2 of the backbone for the PIB arms although the difference between T2,s and T2,l was less 
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pronounced. The biexponential behavior observed for both symmetrical systems could be 

attributed to the anchoring of the polymer arms to the bis/tris(urea) self-assembling units which 

caused a significant gradient of segmental mobility: the units closer to the urea-based core were 

less mobile and therefore exhibited faster T2(1H) relaxation (T2,s) compared to those far from the 

urea-based core (T2,l). Importantly, this gradient of mobility was not influenced by the extent of 

self-assembly as the 1H transverse relaxation signal was the same for the protons of the PIB arms 

in IB27U2IB27 and IB27U3IB27 although their aggregation number differed by more than one decade. 

Moreover, the number of monomer units the mobility of which was affected by the anchorage to 

the bis(urea)/tris(urea) did not vary significantly with the degree of polymerization or chemical 

structure of the arms and was about 10-15 units in all cases. 

Non-symmetrical S42U2IB23 bis(urea) and S20U3IB39 tris(urea). Figure 3a compares the 1H 

transverse relaxation signal obtained on the CH3 protons related to the PIB chains of the non-

symmetrical S42U2IB23 bis(urea) with that determined for the symmetrical IB27U2IB27, which is 

characterized by a similar number of PIB repeating units per arm. The M(t) function determined 

for S42U2IB23 was found to superimpose with the one recorded on IB27U2IB27, clearly indicating that 

the PIB segmental dynamics was unchanged between S42U2IB23 and IB27U2IB27 despite the presence 

of two types of chains in S42U2IB23. In other words, these NMR relaxation experiments suggested 

that the PIB arms of S42U2IB23 were mostly surrounded by other PIB chains. This conclusion was 

further confirmed by the analysis of the transverse relaxation of the CH2 protons of the PIB main-

chain, see section 2.1 of the Supporting Information. 
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Figure 3. 1H transverse relaxation signal M(t) of the PIB CH3 protons for a deuterated cyclohexane 

solution of: (a) S42U2IB23 (u) and IB27U2IB27 (¯), this latter being used as a reference system and (b) 

S20U3IB39 (n) and IB27U3IB27 (£). The dotted line stands for the fit of M(t), obtained for IB27U3IB27, 

whereas the solid line corresponds to the prediction of the T2 relaxation signal for S20U3IB39, based 

on the fit derived for IB27U2IB27, taking into account the difference of the degree of polymerization 
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of the PIB arms in both systems (see section 2.2.2 in the Supporting Information for details). All 

the data were recorded at 25 °C, with polymer concentrations of 12 g.L-1. 

 

At first glance, the T2 relaxation signal of the PIB methyl protons looked different for the non-

symmetrical tris(urea), S20U3IB39, and the symmetrical reference IB27U3IB27, see Figure 3b. 

However, the long relaxation component of M(t) displayed a similar relaxation time T2(1H) for 

both architectures, indicating that the PIB repeating units located far enough from the tris(urea) 

moieties had a similar extent of segmental reorientations. The difference observed between the 1H 

transverse relaxation signals of the methyl protons of PIB in S20U3IB39 and in IB27U3IB27 was 

actually solely due to the fact that the PIB arms were longer for the former molecule. Indeed, 

assuming that the number of IB units slowed down by the central tris(urea) core was the same for 

the PIB arms of IB27U3IB27 and S20U3IB39, the corresponding molar fraction of slowed down units, 

As, could be calculated for S20U3IB39 on the basis of the value derived from IB27U3IB27. Then, the 

1H transverse relaxation signal expected for the PIB CH3 protons of S20U3IB39 could be calculated 

as M(t) = As×exp[-t/T2,s] + Al×exp[-t/T2,l] where the values of T2,s and T2,l were the same as for 

the reference IB27U3IB27 (see details in section 2.2.2 of the Supporting Information and the 

calculated function M(t) plotted in Figure 3b). An excellent agreement was observed between the 

predicted M(t) and the experimental data, as shown in Figure 3b. As a consequence, as for 

S42U2IB23, it could be concluded that in S20U3IB39 the PIB arms were also mostly surrounded by 

other PIB arms. 

 In order to investigate the dynamical behavior of the PS arms within S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39, 

we next focused our analysis on the 1H T2 relaxation data derived from the area of the peak related 
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to the PS aromatic protons (ortho position), see section 2.2.3 of the Supporting Information for 

details about the choice and treatment of this signal. 
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Figure 4. (a) 1H transverse relaxation behavior M(t) for the CH protons of the PS phenyl groups 

(ortho position) obtained on: (a) S42U2IB23 (�) and S34U3S34 (�), used for comparison and (b) 
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S20U3IB39 (p) and S14U3S14 (r). All data were recorded at 25 °C in deuterated cyclohexane and at 

a polymer concentration of 12 g.L-1. 

 

 The 1H T2 relaxation data of both non-symmetrical molecules were compared to those of 

symmetrical tris(ureas), S34U3S34 and S14U3S14, which seemed reasonable even in the case of the 

non-symmetrical bis(urea) S42U2IB23 since the nature of the self-assembling unit, bis(urea) or 

tris(urea), did not significantly affect the M(t) signal, see section 2.1 of the Supporting Information. 

The gradient of mobility along the PS arms mentioned above for the symmetrical tris(urea)s 

S34U3S34 and S14U3S14 was still present within the assemblies formed by S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39, 

see Figure 4. However, the long 1H T2 component of M(t) displayed a much faster relaxation for 

the non-symmetrical than for the symmetrical molecules, see Figure 4. This indicated that the 

segmental motions of the S units of S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 far enough from the urea-based core 

underwent a significant slowing-down compared to the symmetrical references S14U3S14 or 

S34U3S34 (see additional details in section 2.2.3 of the Supporting Information), the effect being 

more pronounced for S20U3IB39 than for S42U2IB23. The origin of the slowing-down of the PS 

segmental mobility within the assemblies obtained with the non-symmetrical molecules compared 

to the situation observed for the symmetrical PS-based reference systems is still an open question. 

However, it is worth remarking that such a variation in the rate of the PS segmental reorientations 

for S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 could not be rationalized by a local mixing between PS and PIB arms. 

Indeed, in such a case, the presence of PIB arms in the vicinity of the PS chains within the 

supramolecular assemblies should have sped up the PS segmental motions while the opposite 

effect was detected. Moreover, the PIB segmental dynamics should have been correspondingly 

slowed-down, a feature which was not observed experimentally, as explained above. This result 
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could not be explained either by a different extent of self-assembly of S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 since 

this parameter was shown not to affect the segmental mobility of the polymer units when 

comparing IB27U2IB27 with IB27U3IB27 or S14U3S14 with S34U3S34. 

In summary, the 1D 1H NMR transverse relaxation study of the mobility of PS and PIB arms 

within the self-assemblies of the non-symmetrical molecules indicated the absence of a significant 

mixing between PIB and PS chains at the molecular length scale. 

 

2.2. Spatial proximity between PS and PIB arms. 

2D 1H NOESY experiments were used as a complementary NMR approach to precise the local 

organization of both PS and PIB arms within the supramolecular structures. This technique allows 

probing the spatial proximity between distinct chemical groups. More precisely, it relies on the 

magnetization exchange that may occur, over the mixing time tm, between two protons exhibiting 

a through-space dipolar interaction. In practice, the probed distances amount to a few Ångströms, 

typically lower than 4-5 Å. In the present case, the proximity between the PS phenyl groups on 

one hand and the PIB methyl groups on the other hand was investigated for S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39. 

Though discarded by the 1D 1H transverse relaxation measurements, a significant mixing of both 

PS and PIB arms within the self-assemblies would induce strong cross-correlation peaks between 

the PS aromatic CH protons and the PIB CH3 ones on the 2D NOESY spectra, as a result of their 

magnetization exchange occurring over tm. In contrast, the formation of cylindrical Janus particles 

would strongly restrict the interface between PS and PIB, so that the corresponding cross-

correlation peaks would not be detected. 
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Figure 5. 2D 1H NOESY spectrum for a solution of (a) S42U2IB23 and (b) S20U3IB39 in deuterated 

cyclohexane. The measurements were carried out at 25 °C, with a polymer concentration of 12 

g.L-1 and a mixing time tm of 150 ms for (a) and 400 ms for (b). Cross-correlations between the 

protons of the phenyl groups of the PS arms and the protons of the methyl groups of the PIB arms 

are indicated by an arrow on a) and b). 

 

A 2D 1H NOESY spectrum obtained on S42U2IB23 in C6D12, at a concentration of 12 g.L-1, is 

reported in Figure 5a. For this experiment, the mixing time was set to 150 ms. The expected intra-

chain cross peaks were observed within the PS arms: among the PS aromatic protons (d » 6.8-7.1 

ppm for the protons in the meta or para positions, d » 6.2-6.7 ppm for the protons in the ortho 

position), between both CH (d » 1.9 ppm) and CH2 (d » 1.4 ppm) protons of the PS backbone and 

between PS backbone and phenyl group protons. The cross peaks expected between the two types 

of PIB protons, CH3 (d » 1.1 ppm) and CH2 (d » 1.5 ppm) were detected, but with a weaker 

intensity. This feature may be partly rationalized by the smaller amount of PIB protons involved 

in S42U2IB23, compared to the PS ones, and also by their much faster T1 relaxation. Beyond these 

expected cross correlations, additional cross peaks between the protons of the phenyl groups of 

the PS arms and the protons of the methyl groups of the PIB arms were detected, see Figure 5a. 

The intensity of these cross correlations was even more pronounced at a mixing time of 800 ms. 

This result indicated that in the assemblies formed by S42U2IB23 in cyclohexane, a non-negligible 

fraction of the PS repeating units was located in the close surrounding of PIB ones. 

Similar 2D 1H NOESY experiments were performed on the structures induced by the non-

symmetrical tris(urea), S20U3IB39, see Figure 5b, corresponding to a mixing time of 400 ms. The 
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characteristic cross-correlations between the PS aromatic protons and the PIB methyl protons were 

also observed. 

 

2.3. Interpretation of the solution-state NMR experiments 

At first glance, the two sets of solution-state NMR experiments, namely 1H transverse relaxation 

measurements and NOESY experiments, appeared contradictory. On one hand, the first approach 

indicated that both PIB and PS arms were mainly surrounded by arms of the same chemical nature, 

as would be expected for a Janus organization as depicted on Figure 6a. On the other hand, NOESY 

experiments indicated that at least part of the PIB arms were close (~ 5 Å at the farthest) from PS 

arms, which rather fitted with a mixed organization as depicted on Figure 6c.§ 

 

 

Figure 6. Possible organizations of the PS (red) and PIB (blue) arms within the self-assembled 

aggregates (top) and schematic view of the corresponding structures (bottom): a) perfect Janus = 
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complete segregation of the PS and PIB arms, b) patchy = partial segregation of the arms, c) mixed 

= no segregation. 

 

Both sets of experiments could however be reconciled by considering a patchy organization 

(Figure 6b) where the PIB and PS arms were essentially segregated, in agreement with the 1H 

transverse relaxation results, but not perfectly, in agreement with the NOESY experiments. Such 

an incomplete phase segregation has actually been predicted by simulations38 performed on 

covalent bottle-brush polymers bearing two incompatible arms. Its existence could be explained 

by the fact that even if phase segregation is favored at short length scales, creating alternating 

domains of phase segregated arms by allowing a few contacts between the two types of arms is 

entropically very favorable and enthalpically not too demanding, especially if the arms are not 

strongly incompatible. Note that the fact that the two types of arms had different degrees of 

polymerization, which was due to technical issues (see sections 1.3 and 1.4 of the Supporting 

Information), may also have favoured this patchy organization.39-41 

 

Conclusion 

The self-assembly and Janus organization in cyclohexane of non-symmetrical bis(urea)s and 

tris(urea)s decorated by two incompatible polymer arms (PS and PIB) have been investigated by 

light scattering, 1H transverse relaxation measurements and 2D 1H NOESY experiments in 

cyclohexane. S42U2IB23 and S20U3IB39 self-assembled by cooperative hydrogen bonding, leading to 

supramolecular structures. Although it is clear that the presence of a PS arm on these structures 

limited their self-assembly, increasing the number of hydrogen bonds from four in the bis(urea) to 

six in the tris(urea) allowed the formation of larger and reasonably anisotropic supramolecular 
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bottle-brushes in the latter case. The 1H transverse relaxation measurements were shown to be a 

powerful solution-state NMR approach complementing the already used NOESY experiment to 

investigate the Janus character of polymer assemblies in solution. It should be noted that both 

techniques are particularly useful to study the Janus character of particles with nanometric 

dimensions where more classically used imaging techniques such as electron microscopy may 

reach their resolution limits. 

It was observed that the self-assembled structures did not exhibit a perfect Janus organization in 

cyclohexane. Instead, the incompatibility between the PS and the PIB arms led to phase-segregated 

patches of the respective polymers, but was not strong enough to lead to a perfect segregation 

along the whole structure. Increasing the length of the polymer arms and/or choosing more strongly 

incompatible arms should lead to true Janus nanocylinders. Note however that the former option 

may limit the length and anisotropy of the self-assembled structures unless stronger hydrogen 

bonding units are selected. It would also be relevant to prepare molecules bearing polymer arms 

of similar sizes on both sides to favour a Janus organization. Although such optimized molecules 

have not been prepared yet, the synthetic strategy depicted in the Supporting Information could 

easily be adapted to obtain them, eventually leading to urea-based supramolecular Janus 

nanocylinders. 
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Notes 

§ Note that the bis(urea) core is too large (~ 10 Å) to expect a cross-correlation peak between 

protons of a PS and a PIB chain of the same molecule. No PIB/PS cross-correlations were indeed 

observed by NOESY for a solution of unassembled S42U2IB23 in THF. The NOESY results could 

thus be only accounted for by intermolecular contacts between PIB and PS arms. 

One might also argue that the NOESY correlation peaks could be explained even in a perfect 

Janus organization (Figure 6a) by unavoidable contacts between PIB and PS arms at the ends of 

the aggregates or at the junctions between both sides of the cylinder. However, the number of such 

contacts would be too small to give NOESY correlation peaks as argued by Liu et al.42 and 

confirmed by Danial et al.17 for true Janus supramolecular nanocylinders. 
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